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Abstract

Environmental strain Burkholderia sp. DNT mineralizes the xenobiotic compound 2,4-dinitrotoluene (DNT) owing to the
catabolic dnt genes borne by plasmid DNT, but the process fails to promote significant growth. To investigate this lack of
physiological return of such an otherwise complete metabolic route, cells were exposed to DNT under various growth
conditions and the endogenous formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) monitored in single bacteria. These tests
revealed the buildup of a strong oxidative stress in the population exposed to DNT. By either curing the DNT plasmid or by
overproducing the second activity of the biodegradation route (DntB) we could trace a large share of ROS production to the
first reaction of the route, which is executed by the multicomponent dioxygenase encoded by the dntA gene cluster.
Naphthalene, the ancestral substrate of the dioxygenase from which DntA has evolved, also caused significant ROS
formation. That both the old and the new substrate brought about a considerable cellular stress was indicative of a still-
evolving DntA enzyme which is neither optimal any longer for naphthalene nor entirely advantageous yet for growth of the
host strain on DNT. We could associate endogenous production of ROS with likely error-prone repair mechanisms of DNA
damage, and the ensuing stress-induced mutagenesis in cells exposed to DNT. It is thus plausible that the evolutionary
roadmap for biodegradation of xenobiotic compounds like DNT was largely elicited by mutagenic oxidative stress caused
by faulty reactions of precursor enzymes with novel but structurally related substrates-to-be.
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Introduction

A diversity of xenobiotic compounds has made it to the

environment in large amounts since the onset of synthetic

chemistry due to urban and industrial activities [1]. Although

many of such compounds bear bonds that are rare or non-existing

in the natural realm, it is not infrequent to isolate bacteria able to

use them as C, N and/or energy sources, especially in places with

a history of chemical pollution [1–3]. This bear witness of the

ability of existing metabolic networks to conquest new and diverse

chemical landscapes. The process by which a given bacterium

comes across a genetic and enzymatic solution to the challenge of

degrading a new chemical is not trivial [4,5]. Not only enzymes

and complete pathways have to evolve new substrate specificities,

but also they should be expressed at the right time and location. In

addition, the resulting metabolic currency should be wired to the

central biochemical network for eventual biomass buildup. This

surely requires a mutual adaptation between the host and the

pathway itself that involves multiple changes in both the catabolic

genes and the rest of the cell transcriptome. On this basis, it comes

as a surprise that many xenobiotic compounds containing strong

chemical bonds and/or substituents can be degraded by environ-

mental bacteria after being in the biosphere for only a relatively

short period of time. One conspicuous case in this respect is that of

nitroaromatic compounds. Although many chemical structures

with C-NO2 bonds are found in natural products [6,7],

nitroaromatics could never become a significant selective pressure

before their massive production and release in connection to the

modern industry of explosives [1,8]. Yet, a number of bacterial

strains have been isolated that can mineralize many of such

unusual chemical structures [1,2,9]. However, the mere genetic

drift of pre-existing enzymes and operons that catabolize similar

compounds towards new substrates can hardly explain the high

rate at which new strains and catabolic operons appear [10]. The

question thus arises on whether evolution of given catabolic

properties benefit from some inherent accelerator of the process

somehow encoded in the enzymes and genes involved.

Environmental bacteria capable of biodegradation of 2,4-

dinitrotoluene (DNT) afford an exceptional opportunity to

examine the factors at play in the emergence of new metabolic
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abilities. One of such isolates, Burkholderia sp. strain DNT, was

isolated from contaminated surface water of an ammunition waste

plant on the basis of utilizing DNT as C and N sources [11]. This

capacity is due to the action of a route for catabolism of the

nitroaromatic compound (Fig. 1A). The phylogeny of the dnt genes

and the biochemical properties of the encoded products indicate

that this cluster for DNT biodegradation has originated from a

precursor pathway for catabolism of the naturally-occurring

hydrocarbon naphthalene (Fig. 1B; [12,13]). Still, the same data

indicates that the pathway is even now evolving since the kinetic

coupling of each of the biochemical steps is not well balanced [11],

the regulation of the system keeps the same effector profile than

the precursor operon [14], there are transposon remnants and

vestigial genes in the genetic cluster [12] and the strain hardly

grows on the substrate of interest [15]. These are all indicators that

this strain has started its itinerary towards DNT catabolism but has

not yet found an optimal solution to the multi-tiered problem of its

viable degradation.

In this work we have examined possible physiological and

biochemical drivers that frame the evolution of Burkholderia sp.

DNT towards DNT catabolism and, by extension, many other

environmental bacteria towards new chemical compounds. As

shown below, reactive oxygen species (ROS) brought about by the

faulty performance of the first enzyme of the pathway (DntA

dioxygenase) on the xenobiotic substrate seem to be a key agent of

the process. This is because ROS is translated into DNA

mutagenesis and diversification of the host strain that foster the

emergence of novel adaptive phenotypes. Moreover, the results

provide an evolutionary logic to the abundance of enzymes

containing Rieske-type Fe centers (as DntA) in pathways for

biodegradation of xenobiotic compounds recently released to the

environment [16]. This work showcases an evolutionary scenario

in which the physiological stress caused by a metabolic problem

triggers also the genetic diversification necessary for exploring the

solution space to the same problem.

Results

Activity of the DNT pathway on its former and current
substrate is detrimental for Burkholderia sp. DNT

The experimental system of choice for examining the transition

of the DNT pathway from degrading naphthalene to metabolizing

DNT involves only three players: strain Burkholderia sp. DNT and

the two chemicals at stake. It should be noted that, according to

the very high similarity between the leading ring oxygenases of the

nag route in Ralstonia sp. U2 for naphthalene degradation and the

dnt pathway of Burkholderia sp. DNT for DNT catabolism (Fig. 1B),

the extant DntA enzyme retains the ability to act on the first

substrate to produce 1,2-dihydroxy-1,2-dihydronaphthalene

[13,17]. Owing to its current catabolic role, this multi-component

enzyme dioxygenates DNT in positions 4 and 5 to yield 4-methyl-

5-nitrocatechol (4M5NC, Fig. 1A). In order to have a gross

estimate of the physiological state of the cells when exposed to the

former and current DntA substrates, we simply examined the

survival of Burkholderia sp. DNT pre-grown on M9 minimal

medium containing succinate and then exposed respectively to

either chemical at a final concentration of 0.5 mM. In order to

differentiate between the intrinsic effect of these compounds from

their interplay with the dnt-encoded enzymes, we also employed a

variant strain cured of the dnt genes (Burkholderia sp. DNT Ddnt),

that has no chance of transforming the substrates at stake. While

both naphthalene and DNT led to a very significant loss of

viability of Burkholderia sp. DNT (Fig. 2A), which went down to

,30% in the presence of DNT, addition of the same chemicals to

the strain lacking the dnt genes had a considerably lesser toxicity

(Fig. 2B). It should be noted that neither naphthalene nor DNT

are inducers of the dnt pathway [14], which is expressed through its

native promoter at a basal level under these experimental

conditions. The detrimental effect of the former (naphthalene)

and new (DNT) substrate can thus be both traced to the presence

of the dnt genes and plausibly to the activity of their encoded

products on each of the chemicals. In order to qualify the observed

Figure 1. DNT mineralization pathway in Burkholderia sp. DNT
and organization of the dnt gene cluster. (A) The DNT catabolic
route starts with the DntA DNT dioxygenase that hydroxylates the
aromatic ring in positions 4 and 5 to yield 4M5NC, releasing, at the
same time, the first nitro substituent. The substituted catechol is
subsequently mono-oxygenated by the DntB hydroxylase, that
eliminates the remaining nitro group in the structure, thereby
producing 2H5MQ. The rest of the pathway (executed by DntCDGE)
includes a ring cleavage reaction and channeling of the products
towards the central metabolism, in which they are finally metabolized.
(B) Organization of the dnt gene cluster, including dntR, the regulatory
gene, and dntAabcd, encoding the multi-component DntA DNT
dioxygenase. Amino acid identity between the orthologous dnt and
nag genes is included to illustrate the relatedness of the DntA DNT
dioxygenase from Burkholderia sp. DNT and the naphthalene dioxy-
genase from Ralstonia sp. U2.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003764.g001

Author Summary

Many bacteria have acquired the capacity of metabolizing
chemical compounds that have never been in the
Biosphere before the onset of contemporary synthetic
chemistry. However, the factors that shape the new
metabolic properties of such microorganisms remain
obscure. We examined the performance of a still-evolving
metabolic pathway for biodegradation of 2,4-dinitroto-
luene (DNT, an archetypal xenobiotic compound) borne by
a Burkholderia strain isolated from soil in an ammunition
plant. The biodegradation pathway likely arose from a
precursor set of genes for catabolism of naphthalene
(although Burkholderia does not degrade this compound
any longer), and is now advancing towards the new
substrate, DNT. We found that the action of the first
enzyme of the biodegradation pathway, a Rieske-type
dioxygenase, on the still-suboptimal substrate (DNT)
generates a high level of endogenous reactive oxygen
species. This, in turn, damages DNA and increases
mutagenesis, ultimately resulting in the creation of novelty
that may foster evolution of xenobiotic-degrading variants
of the strain hosting the biodegradation pathway. The very
metabolic problem thus somehow seems to stimulate the
exploration of the solution space. Our data is fully
consistent with the notion that stress caused by faulty
dioxygenation of DNT accelerates the rate of bacterial
evolution.

Evolution of DNT Degraders
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toxicity of the DntA substrates we measured the activity of the

enzyme glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH) in cells

exposed or not to DNT. The activity of this enzyme is a

physiological stress marker in most bacteria [18,19] and its

increased activity reports a general response to metabolic

hardship. When Burkholderia sp. DNT cells were exposed to

DNT, the level of G6PDH activity more than doubled in the

presence of DNT (Fig. 3). In contrast, the equivalent strain lacking

the dnt genes had a G6PDH activity minimally affected by addition

of the nitroaromatic compound. Taken together, these data

suggested that activity of the dnt-encoded products on the two

substrates tested caused physiological stress that was more

pronounced in the case of DNT.

Exposure of Burkholderia sp. DNT to DNT results in
massive production of ROS in individual cells

What could be the reason for the remarkable toxicity of DNT in

cells expressing dnt genes? Since an increased activity of G6PDH

would lead to enhanced NADPH turnover rates required to

counteract oxidative stress [18–20], one plausible scenario was

Figure 2. Effect of DNT and naphthalene addition on Burkholderia sp. DNT viability. Cultures were made in M9 minimal medium containing
0.3% (w/v) sodium succinate as the C source. When cells attained an OD600 of ca. 0.5, the culture was split. One suspension served as the control
(denoted as Succ in the plots), and it was added with DMSO (carrier for DNT and naphthalene). The remaining cell suspension was added with either
DNT or naphthalene (denoted as Naph in the plots) at a final concentration of 0.5 mM (corresponding to dosages of 1.48 and 0.23 mmol/ml for DNT
and naphthalene, respectively). Survival was assessed in (A) the wild-type strain or (B) the Ddnt strain, and the number of colony forming units in each
case was evaluated at different time points by plating appropriate aliquots of the cells suspension onto LB plates. Error bars represent SD (n = 4).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003764.g002

Figure 3. Quantification of glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH) activity in Burkholderia sp. DNT and derivatives exposed
to DNT. Cultures of the wild-type strain and the Ddnt strain were exposed to DNT at a final concentration of 0.5 mM for 3 h and the G6PDH activity
was assessed in cell-free extracts by following the rate of NADP+ reduction as previously described by Nikel et al. [19]. In each case, the asterisk marks
denote significant differences in the G6PDH activity level at either P,0.05 (*) or P,0.01 (**) when compared to control conditions (Succ, in which
cells were added with DMSO, the DNT solvent carrier), as evaluated with ANOVA. The statistical comparison between the G6PDH activity levels
between the two strains at stake indicated a significant difference when cells were exposed to DNT. Error bars represent SD (n = 3).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003764.g003

Evolution of DNT Degraders
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that the encounter of DNT with the dnt-encoded oxygenases could

release ROS as a side product of the oxidative steps that shape the

pathway (Fig. 1A). This is a frequent situation in evolving

biodegradative routes of aerobic bacteria [21–24] and it often

becomes a veritable bottleneck in the catabolism of some

compounds [19,25,26]. On this background, we set out to

measure ROS generation in Burkholderia sp. DNT cells treated

with DNT along with their Ddnt counterparts. To quantify

oxidative stress we resorted to staining cells with the ROS-

activated green fluorescent dye 29,79-dichlorodihydrofluorescein

diacetate (H2DCF-DA) followed by quantitative flow cytometry

[19]. The minimum and maximum response levels of reference

were fixed using succinate-grown cells added with either the

H2DCF-DA solvent carrier (dimethyl sulfoxide, DMSO) or the

same with 1.5 mM H2O2. Fig. 4 accredits the performance of the

test and shows raw data obtained when cells were exposed to the

toxicants at stake. Perusal of the results indicated that DNT caused

an extraordinary and somewhat unexpected level of intracellular

ROS, the intensity of which nearly equaled that produced by

straight addition of H2O2 to the medium. In comparison, cells

lacking the complement of dnt genes showed a much lower level of

ROS in the presence of DNT, indicating that both the substrate

and the genes were required for such a surprising synergy to cause

oxidative stress. Addition of the ancestral substrate naphthalene

also caused a lower, but still significant, level of ROS in Burkholderia

sp. DNT (Fig. 5A and B). Even though permeability of the dye can

be affected by the aromatic compounds tested [27,28], pairwise

comparisons of the different strains and substrates revealed the

extension of the stress produced by each compound. Since the

DntA originates in a precursor naphthalene dioxygenase [12,13],

we hypothesized that some of the ROS could be originated from

an uncoupled, non-productive oxygen-delivery reaction between

the evolved enzyme and the suboptimal substrate DNT, as

reported for similar Rieske-type dioxygenases [29,30]. This

possibility placed the focus of the ensuing experiments on the

first step of the DNT biodegradation route.

The bulk of ROS elicited by DNT in Burkholderia sp. DNT
originates in the initial dioxygenation step

Since the most critical move in any biodegradative route of

aromatics is the initial step that activates the ring for overcoming

the resonance energy that stabilizes their structure [31], we

concentrated on the leading reaction that converts DNT to

4M5NC (Fig. 1A). This compound, as is the case for other

catechols, is highly toxic [32,33]. Furthermore, it is known [11]

that such yellow-colored intermediate transiently accumulates in

the medium prior to be channeled towards the next step of the

degradation route (Fig. 6A). The toxic effect of DNT on

Burkholderia sp. DNT could thus originate in either faulty reactions

of DntA on its substrate, in accumulation of 4M5NC or in both.

Our strategy to distinguish these possibilities was to generate a

strain that overproduced DntB (Fig. 1A). This enzyme is a

monooxygenase that eliminates the remaining nitro substituent of

4M5NC to produce 2-hydroxy-5-methylquinone (2H5MQ;

[34,35]). Higher levels of DntB are thus predicted to drain

4M5NC faster towards 2H5MQ -thereby allowing us to separate

the intrinsic physiological effect of DntA action from that of the

toxic catechol that results from the reaction. To this end, we

generated strain Burkholderia sp. DNT dntBq, in which extra copies

of the gene encoding the second oxygenase of the pathway were

expressed from a constitutive promoter in a broad-host-range

vector. Fig. 6B verifies such a prediction, as cultures of Burkholderia

sp. DNT dntBq released a much lower amount (,20%) of

4M5NC to the medium. In the same setup, strain Burkholderia sp.

DNT Ddnt did not accumulate any intermediate, while naphtha-

lene would be biotransformed to 1,2-dihydroxy-1,2-dihydro-

naphthalene by any of the dntA+ strains. Once we had the three

isogenic variants in hand, we set out to measure intracellular ROS

production in wild-type, Ddnt and dntBq cells exposed to either

DNT or naphthalene (Fig. 5A, B and C, respectively). These results

provide an answer to the questions raised above. First, that DNT

causes high ROS levels in both the wild-type and dntBq strains

(Fig. 5A and C) clearly indicates that the bulk of oxidative stress can

be traced to the very reaction of DntA with DNT, not to the

product of the catalysis. Second, the effects of naphthalene were

comparatively lower than those elicited by DNT, but they were

still significant in respect to the untreated control conditions. ROS

generated from the encounter of this substrate with the dnt-

encoded enzymes must stem from uncoupled, faulty reactions with

the leading DntA oxygenase, as there is no other enzyme that can

recognize this aromatic compound as a potential but ultimately

non-productive substrate. Since both the ancestral and the new

substrate of the first dioxygenase release ROS when facing DntA,

the cognate reaction has probably left behind a former biochem-

ical optimum (i.e., when acting on naphthalene) but has not yet

reached a new one with DNT.

DNT and naphthalene bring forth diversification of
Burkholderia sp. DNT

In a further effort to identify the specific types of ROS that

result from the above mentioned processes, we tested cells treated

with the various substrates with nitro blue tetrazolium (NBT), a

Figure 4. Flow cytometry-assisted determination of ROS
content in Burkholderia sp. DNT exposed to the compounds
under study. Histograms show the raw data from unstained cells (Nil),
untreated cells added with DMSO (the DNT solvent carrier, labeled
Succ), and cells exposed to DNT (final concentration 0.5 mM) or H2O2

(final concentration 1.5 mM) for 3 h. In all cases, cells were treated with
the ROS-sensitive probe H2DCF-DA, and the resulting dichlorofluor-
escein (DCF) fluorescence levels were recorded in at least 25,000
individual cells as previously described [19]. A. U., arbitrary units.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003764.g004

Evolution of DNT Degraders
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reagent that is specific for superoxide production. Consistently

with the flow cytometry data above, the highest indications of

superoxide presence were found in wild-type and dntBq cells

exposed to DNT, while a lower level was detected in the Ddnt

strain and in bacteria exposed to naphthalene (Fig. 7). Since

superoxide originated in defective redox reactions promotes

hydroxyl-radical formation and consequent DNA damage

[36,37] we wondered whether ROS stemming from the faulty

oxygenations discussed above could eventually translate into an

insult to the genome of Burkholderia sp. DNT. One direct way of

quantifying such damage is the measurement of the 8-hydroxy-29-

deoxyguanosine (8-oxoG) content of genomic DNA as a coarse

descriptor of HON attack to purines [37,38]. On this background

we resorted to an immunoassay for quantifying 8-oxoG levels in

cells exposed to DNT, using H2O2 as a positive control of

oxidative stress. As shown in Fig. 8A, DNT indeed caused a 1.4-

fold increase in the share of damaged purines in the Burkholderia sp.

DNT genome (as opposed to a 2-fold increase elicited by H2O2).

As such a chemical damage to DNA bases triggers the SOS

response and eventually increases the mutation rate of the bacteria

that undergo the insult [36], we next wondered whether the

ultimate consequence of the uncoupling of the ring-hydroxylating

reaction performed by DntA with their current and ancestral

substrates was to increase genetic diversity by enhancing mutation

rates. Since virtually nothing is known about the SOS response in

Burkholderia sp. DNT, we directly measured such mutation rates as a

descriptor of emerging genetic novelty. For this, we employed the

standard test of appearance of rifampicin-resistant (RifR) clones

under the various conditions assayed. As shown in Fig. 8B, both

naphthalene and DNT triggered a considerable increase in the

appearance of RifR colonies which was not noticeable in the strain

deleted of the dnt genes The mutagenic effect of naphthalene in this

context was slightly more pronounced than what could be expected

from the sheer data on ROS production shown above. We speculate

that ROS could react chemically with this bicyclic aromatic

compound and generate additional DNA-intercalating agents (e.g.

naphtoquinones and naphtodiols [39]) with a separate mutagenic

action on DNA. In any case, it is worth noticing that maximum

novelty (as measured with this procedure) is accompanied by an

acute lethality (Fig. 2), so that the survivors to DNT exposure are

more capable to explore the possible solution space to the next

adaptive challenge (metabolic or otherwise) than those which had

not been diversified because of the phenomena described here.

Discussion

Bacteria that inhabit environmental niches with a history of

pollution by xenobiotic compounds offer a phenomenal experi-

mental system for examining the expansion of the existing

metabolic networks into new chemical spaces [10]. At least three

bottlenecks must be overcome for the successful emergence of a

novel catabolic pathway able to deal with a new-to-nature

chemical structure. First, suitable enzymes must develop the right

substrate specificity towards the new compound [40]. In most

cases, such enzymes stem from precursors that act on structurally

related chemicals but shift specificities through intermediate steps

where the old and the new activities coexist in the same protein at

no fitness cost [40,41]. Second, the genes encoding the new

enzymatic activities should be expressed only when required i.e.

when the substrate-to-be is present in sufficient concentrations to

grant a suitable return. More evolved catabolic systems are

typically subject to a tight regulation by inducer substrates [42],

while more recent counterparts are often expressed at low

constitutive levels. Not infrequently, still evolving biodegradative

operons carry along regulatory systems that respond to former

substrates and not the new ones [43]. Finally, the metabolic action

of the evolved pathways must be connected to some growth benefit

that ultimately fosters its selective advantage [43]. This is brought

about directly by entering metabolic currency from the biodeg-

radation process into the central metabolism, or indirectly, by

making cells more resistant to otherwise detrimental endogenous

or exogenous stress. Even horizontal gene transfer granted, the

number of mutations and genetic events that might be required for

the emergence of a fully competent biodegradative strain able to

deal with a novel xenobiotic compound can be considerable, far

more than those necessary e.g. for new antibiotic resistances [44].

It thus comes as a surprise that a good number of xenobiotic

compounds are indeed degraded by environmental strains not

much after their production by the chemical industry [8,10]. In

view of all this, it could well be that evolution of biodegradative

routes for xenobiotics is accelerated by factors inherent to the

nature of the enzymatic reactions involved in the process.

Figure 5. Quantitative analysis of ROS production in Burkholderia sp. DNT upon exposure to DNT or naphthalene. Cultures of (A) the
wild-type strain, (B) the Ddnt strain and (C) the dntBq strain were exposed to either DNT or naphthalene (Naph) at a final concentration of 0.5 mM
and compared to control conditions (Succ; in which cells were added with DMSO, the DNT and naphthalene solvent carrier). The geometric mean of
the dichlorofluorescein (DCF) fluorescence levels was analyzed for each condition (each symbol shown to the left represents a technical replicate,
along with their distribution). Box plots represent the median value and the 1st and 3rd quartiles of the geometric mean values, and different
lowercase letters identify significant differences at P,0.05 tested with the Mann-Whitney U test (n = 6).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003764.g005

Evolution of DNT Degraders
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The metabolic pathway of Burkholderia sp. DNT that acts on

DNT has all what is biochemically needed for its complete

biodegradation but it is clearly not optimal yet for coupling the

process to efficient growth. Furthermore, we show above that the

DNT dioxygenation reaction that constitutes the first step of the

pathway exacerbates ROS production (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). It is very

likely that such reactive species result from the failure of the Fe-

containing center of the a subunit of DntA to deliver active oxygen

atoms to positions 4 and 5 of the DNT aromatic ring (Fig. 1A).

Since the DntA enzyme complex originates in a precursor

naphthalene dioxygenase (Fig. 1B), it is likely that such uncoupling

of the reaction stems from a still poor geometry of the substrate-

enzyme recognition. On the other hand, the enzyme still

recognizes naphthalene as a substrate, but the reaction is not

metabolically productive and also causes considerable ROS. These

data not only pinpoints the DntA complex to be in the midst of a

transition between the old and the new specificities, but also

suggest key events in evolution of new xenobiotic-degrading

strains. Since ROS mediate DNA damage, which in turn brings

about a mutagenic SOS response [36,37,45], it seems that the

generation of diversity associated to a faulty dioxygenation

reaction could contribute to the exploration of the metabolic novelty

space in a faster fashion that could be expected by a background,

spontaneous mutagenesis. This evolutionary scenario is reminis-

cent - but not exactly identical, to that proposed for the rapid

evolution of antibiotic-resistant bacterial strains, which is thought

to be fostered as well by the boost of ROS and the ensuing

mutagenesis and novelty generation that precedes death of

Figure 6. Accumulation and removal of 4-methyl-5-nitrocathecol (4M5NC) in Burkholderia sp. DNT and derivatives exposed to DNT.
(A) Cultures of the wild-type strain were exposed to DNT at a final concentration of 0.5 mM for 3 h, and flasks were photographed to evidence the
production of 4M5NC as the medium acquires a yellowish color. Chemical analyses revealed that the yellow metabolite, which has an absorption
peak at 420 nm, corresponds to 4M5NC [14]. (B) Time-course evolution of 4M5NC (the structure of which is shown in the inset) in cultures of the wild-
type strain, the Ddnt strain and the dntBq strain amended with DNT at a final concentration of 0.5 mM. Determinations were carried out as
previously described by de las Heras et al. [14]. Error bars represent SD (n = 4).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003764.g006

Evolution of DNT Degraders
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bacteria treated with antimicrobials [46–49]. In the case of the

DNT-degrading strain presented above, we could in fact trace the

entire process to the master dioxygenation reaction that initiates

the metabolic pathway. Because of its inherent enzymatic

mechanism (e.g. Rieske-type active center) this reaction is prone

to uncouple dioxygenations of suboptimal substrates and release

ROS [29,30]. In the case of strain DNT, the process might also be

assisted by reactive nitrogen species connected to the nitrite [50]

released as a by-product of the DntA and DntB-catalyzed

reactions (Fig. 1). This issue deserves further studies, as nitrite

has been claimed to be detrimental for in situ DNT degradation by

environmental bacteria [51]. Additional mutagenic effects of

biodegradation intermediates downstream of 4M5NC cannot be

ruled out. However, since the only metabolite that is significantly

accumulated during DNT turnover is precisely 4M5NC (the

substrate of DntB, [11]), it is unlikely that the toxicity generated by

such intermediates could be ultimately meaningful.

How general could be such a substrate-driven generation of

diversity for evolution of other xenobiotic-biodegradation routes?

A good number of results are found in the literature that can be

interpreted under this light. For instance, the abundance of

Rieske-containing enzymes in biodegradative operons [16] could

reflect a key role in generation of novelty both in the catabolic

genes themselves and in the host. This is an important detail, as

changes that originate a better biodegradative strain involve genes

other that those directly involved in the corresponding pathway. It

is remarkable also that the transcriptomes and proteomes of strains

degrading a suite of recalcitrant aromatics (e.g. polychlorobiphe-

nyls and polyaromatic hydrocarbons) are overrepresented with

functions that counteract oxidative stress [21–23]. Finally, it is not

unusual to find oxidative pathways for xenobiotics in bacteria

which are typical macrophage-resistant pathogens (e.g. Burkholderia

and Mycobacterium) and thus adapted to endure a strongly oxidative

milieu [52,53]. Such routes might only develop in hosts able to

endure the ROS-mediated lethality associated to the evolutionary

roadmap from the enzymatic recognition of one substrate to

another.

In sum, the data above strongly argue that evolution of DNT

biodegradation pathways and possibly of many other catabolic

systems, ultimately benefit from the mutagenic stress caused by

faulty reactions of pre-existing enzymes on suboptimal substrates.

The term anti-fragility (as opposed to robustness, [54,55]) has been

recently coined for describing such systems that reach a higher

peak of efficacy after having nearly collapsed with stress and

shocks (Fig. 9). The results discussed in this work seem not only to

Figure 7. Superoxide production in Burkholderia sp. DNT upon exposure to DNT and naphthalene. Cultures of the wild-type strain, the
Ddnt strain and the dntBq strain were exposed to either DNT or naphthalene (Naph) at a final concentration of 0.5 mM for 3 h. Superoxide levels
were determined in vitro by treatment of the cells with NBT, and the results were normalized to control conditions (in which cells were added with
DMSO, the DNT and naphthalene solvent carrier). Different lowercase letters identify significant differences within treatments at P,0.05 (ANOVA).
Error bars represent SD (n = 4).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003764.g007

Figure 8. DNA damage and RifR mutants frequency in
Burkholderia sp. DNT facing DNT. (A) Relative levels of 8-oxoG in
the wild-type strain treated with DNT (final concentration 0.5 mM) or
H2O2 (final concentration 1.5 mM) for 6 h and compared to the control
condition (succinate; in which cells were added with DMSO, the DNT
solvent carrier). Asterisks identify significant differences at the P,0.05
(*) and P,0.01 (**) levels (ANOVA). Error bars are SD (n = 4). (B)
Frequency of spontaneous RifR mutants in the wild-type strain and the
Ddnt strain exposed to either DNT or naphthalene at a final
concentration of 0.5 mM for 24 h. The dimensionless frequencies of
mutation were calculated by dividing the average number of RifR

colonies by the total number of viable cells in the same culture. Error
bars represent SD (n = 3).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003764.g008
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place the appearance of new xenobiotic-biodegradation strains

within such an evolutionary scenario, but also suggest experimen-

tal approaches to accelerate their emergence in the Laboratory.

Materials and Methods

Bacterial strains, culture conditions and general methods
Burkholderia sp. DNT has been described before as a DNT

degrading specimen [11]. The sequence, organization and

function of each of the dnt genes, involved in mineralization of

this aromatic compound, have been reported elsewhere [14]. The

action of Burkholderia sp. DNT on the nitroaromatic substrate is

very slow i.e. depletion of 1 mM DNT takes 3–5 days [15]. A

spontaneous derivative of Burkholderia sp. DNT lacking the DNT-

degradative phenotype was isolated by three consecutive cultiva-

tion rounds on LB medium, and the absence of key dnt genes (dntA,

dntB and dntD) in this derivative was confirmed by PCR (data not

shown). Accumulation of the yellow intermediate 4M5NC was

spectrophotometrically quantified by absorbance readings at

420 nm [14]. The high segregational instability of the DNT

plasmid, carrying the dnt genes, has been previously reported when

cells are grown in rich media [56,57]. Maintenance of the dnt+

phenotype (and thus of the DNT plasmid) was verified prior to

each of the experiments by examining accumulation of 4M5NC

(the first biodegradation intermediate; Fig. 1) in 200 clonal cultures

added with 1 mM DNT. This control indicated that growth in

minimal medium with succinate as the sole C source caused ,1%

loss of the catabolic ability of processing DNT. A strain

overexpressing dntB, encoding the second enzyme of the pathway

that removes 4M5NC, was constructed as follows. Oligonucleo-

tides dntB-attB1-F (59-GGG GAC AAG TTT GTA CAA AAA AGC

AGG CTG CTC TGT CGA TGA TTT GAG GA-39) and dntB-

attB2-R (59-GGG GAC CAC TTT GTA CAA GAA AGC TGG GTG

TTG CGC ACC TGT CAT CG-39), including the attB secuences

required for Gateway-based cloning (shown in italics in the

corresponding sequences), were used to amplify dntB from

Burkholderia sp. DNT. The amplicon was cloned in the

pDONRTM/Zeo vector (Life Technologies Corp.) according to

the manufacturer’s instructions, and moved to the Gateway vector

pBAV226 [58] (kindly provided by Jean T. Greenberg, University

of Chicago, USA). This plasmid includes the nptII promoter to

constitutively drive expression of dntB. The resulting construct was

transformed into Burkholderia sp. DNT, giving rise to strain DNT

dntBq.

All strains were grown in 250-ml Erlenmeyer flasks containing

50 ml of M9 minimal medium [59] added with 2.5 ml/l of a trace

elements solution [60] and 0.3% (w/v) sodium succinate as the sole

C source. Overnight-grown Burkholderia cells were used as the

inoculum by diluting them to a starting OD600 of ca. 0.1. Cells

were grown in the same culture medium until they reached an

OD600 of ca. 0.5, at which point the cell suspension was split into

two 125-ml Erlenmeyer flasks, one culture served as a control

experiment and was added with DMSO (the vehicle for both DNT

and naphthalene), and the other one was amended with either

DNT or naphthalene (from concentrated solutions in DMSO) to a

final concentration of 0.5 mM. These conditions were used

Figure 9. Antifragility governs evolution of new pathways for xenobiotic compounds. The cartoon sketches the differences between
fragile (collapse after a shock), robust (recovery to the same state of affairs after a shock) and anti-fragile (improvement after a shock) systems. In the
case examined in this study, we argue that the ROS produced by faulty dioxygenation reactions produces a considerable chemical insult which on
one hand places the population at the verge of collapse (.70% mortality, see Fig. 2) but simultaneously diversifies genetically the same population
and thus fosters the exploration of the solution space. The term antifragility was originally coined for Economics [55] but has been recently applied to
biological systems as well [54]. The concept is reminiscent (but not entirely equivalent) to hormesis [67] in that the post-challenge strength goes
beyond a superior tolerance to the original insult, and therefore results in a general adaptive phenotype.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003764.g009
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throughout the work. The solubility in H2O of DNT at 20uC is

1.7 mM, and that of naphthalene at 25uC is 0.2 mM; which

results in dosages of 1.48 and 0.23 mmol/ml for DNT and

naphthalene, respectively, assuming similar solubility values in

water and in M9 minimal medium. Flasks were incubated at

170 rpm and 30uC, and samples collected at the times indicated in

each case. Abiotic controls were run in parallel to estimate the

possible disappearance of the aromatic compounds in the absence

of cells. Non-inoculated flasks containing naphthalene (known to

be a volatile compound) were incubated during 3 h as explained

above, and the remaining substrate content was determined by gas

chromatography. The determinations showed that ca. 88% of the

initial naphthalene remained at the end of the experiment in these

abiotic controls.

In vivo determination of ROS by flow cytometry
Fluorescence-activated cell sorter cytometry analysis was

performed using the ROS-sensitive green fluorescent dye

H2DCF-DA (Sigma-Aldrich Co.), essentially as described previ-

ously [19,61,62]. Cells were grown and treated with either DNT

or naphthalene as explained above. In the cases indicated,

1.5 mM H2O2 was separately added as a positive control of

oxidative stress conditions. After being incubated for 3 h, cells

from 1.5–5.0 ml culture were pelleted by centrifugation at

5,0006g during 5 min, washed once with phosphate-buffered

saline (PBS, pH = 7.5), and resuspended in PBS to adjust the

OD600 to ca. 0.1. This cell suspension was added with 40 mM

H2DCF-DA (added from a freshly-prepared 4 mM stock solution

in DMSO), and then incubated in the dark for 15 min at room

temperature. Flow cytometry analysis of fluorescence levels was

performed in a GalliosTM flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter Inc.)

equipped with an argon ion laser of 15 mW at 488 nm as the

excitation source. The H2DCF-DA fluorescence emission at

525 nm was detected using a 530/30-nm band pass filter array.

Size-related forward scatter signals gathered by the cytometer

were used by the CyflogicTM 1.2.1 software (CyFlo Ltd.) to gate

fluorescence data from only bacteria in the stream, thus avoiding

the mixing of data from bacteria with data from smaller, non-

living particles in the suspension. Data for at least 25,000 cells per

experimental condition were collected, and the CyflogicTM 1.2.1

software was used to calculate the geometric mean of fluorescence

per bacterial cell in each sample as well to generate histogram plots

with a measure of -fluorescence intensity shown on the x-axis and

the number of bacteria (i.e., events) counted at the specific

fluorescence intensity used for H2DCF-DA detection shown on the

y-axis.

Quantifying intracellular generation of hydrogen
superoxide

Cell suspensions were treated with the compounds indicated

before, and 1.5-ml culture aliquots were exposed to 350 mg/ml

NBT during 30 min at 30uC in the dark. HCl was then added at

7.5 mM and the resulting mixture was centrifuged at 2,5006g for

15 min at room temperature. Pellets were treated twice with

0.35 ml DMSO to extract reduced NBT, and supernatants were

pooled and mixed with 1 ml of 50 mM phosphate buffer

(pH = 7.5). The NBT color change was monitored by absorbance

at 575 nm and superoxide production was normalized to the

protein concentration, measured by the Bradford method [63]. As

the cultures had a similar OD600 value at the time of harvesting

and processing, the amount of total protein used in these assays

was considered to be roughly the same for each sample. Results

are expressed as the fold-change in the ratio A575/mg protein

among different strains and growth conditions as described

elsewhere [64].

In vitro determination of enzymatic activity
G6PDH activity was analyzed by following the rate of NADP+

reduction at 340 nm at 30uC in a reaction mixture (1 ml final

volume) containing 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH = 7.5), 10 mM

MgSO4, 0.75 mM NADP+, 2 mM glucose-6-phosphate and 15–

100 ml of the cell-free extract, obtained as previously described

[19]. An extinction coefficient (eNADH) of 6.22 mM21 cm21 was

used to calculate the specific enzymatic activity, and the protein

concentration in cell-free extracts was measured by the Bradford

method. One unit of enzymatic activity was defined as the quantity

of enzyme that catalyzed the formation of 1 mmol product in

1 min at 30uC.

Determination of mutation frequencies
One hundred microliters of the 1025, 1026 and 1027 dilutions

of treated 24-h cultures were plated by quadruplicate onto LB

agar, and 100 ml of undiluted cultures were spread (by quadru-

plicate also) onto LB-rifampicin plates (250 mg/ml). Colony counts

were performed after 48 h of incubation. Mutation frequency

values are reported as the dimensionless ratio between the number

of RifR colonies and the total viable count [65].

DNA extraction and determination of 8-oxoG
A 25-ml aliquot of the cultures treated with either DNT or

1.5 mM H2O2 for 6 h was spun at 4uC at 4,5006g for 15 min.

Cells were washed twice in cold 50 mM phosphate buffer

(pH = 7.5) and genomic DNA was extracted using the Ultra-

CleanTM microbial DNA isolation kit (MoBio Labs Inc.). Genomic

DNA was reconstituted in H2O, quantified by horizontal gel

electrophoresis and using a NanoVue micro-volume UV/Vis

spectrophotometer (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences AB), and imme-

diately hydrolyzed as follows. A suitable volume of the suspension,

containing 1 mg DNA, was boiled at 97uC during 5 min, and

immediately placed in an ice bath. Digestion reactions (1 ml)

contained 1 mg denatured genomic DNA, 0.75 mM ZnCl2,

10 mM CH3COOK (pH = 5.5), 2.5 U/ml nuclease P1 from

Penicillium citrinum, and 1.75 U/ml phosphatase acid from Ipomoea

batatas (enzymes purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co.). Digestions

were carried out during 18 h at 37uC, after which the reaction was

loaded into a 2-ml Centricon YM-10TM device (Millipore Corp.)

and clarified by centrifugal ultrafiltration. Hydrolysis of genomic

DNA was assessed by horizontal gel electrophoresis and spectro-

photometry. Samples were processed within 6 h after the

hydrolysis procedure. The content of 8-oxoG (in equilibrium with

the keto form 8-oxo-29-deoxyguanosine) was assessed by compet-

itive ELISA using a commercial kit (Cayman Chemical Co.). The

assay is based on the competition of free 8-oxoG and an 8-oxoG-

acetylcholinesterase conjugate for a limited amount of 8-oxoG

monoclonal antibody. The free acetylcholinesterase activity was

evaluated with the Ellman’s reagent [66]. The detection limit for

8-oxoG is 30 pg/ml, and calibration curves were run in parallel in

each set of experiments using an authentic 8-oxoG standard.

Statistical analysis
All reported experiments were independently repeated at least

twice (as specified in the figure legends), and the mean value of the

corresponding parameter 6 SD is presented. Statistical signifi-

cance was assessed using analysis of variance (ANOVA). For flow

cytometry experiments, the median value is reported in box plots

along with the 1st and 3rd quartiles, and the statistical significance
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was evaluated with the Mann-Whitney U test. In all cases, data

were considered statistically significant when P,0.05.
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